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TRAVEL INFORMATION 
USEFUL TRAVEL LINKS & RESOURCES 

 
Center for Disease Control: http://www.cdc.gov/travel/    
Weather Reports: http://www.weather.com  
Airlines: www.flysaa.com  
  
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES   
Air Traffic Control Command Center http://www.fly.faa.gov  
Foreign Embassies & Consulates in USA  http://www.state.gov/s/cpr/rls/fco/  
FAA http://www.faa.gov  
U.S. State Department Travel Advisories  http://travel.state.gov  
 
GENERAL TRAVEL 
Airline reviews: http://www.airlinequality.com/  
Flight Tracker: http://flightview.com/  
Plane/Seats Information: http://www.seatguru.com/  
 
CURRENCY   
Currency Exchanges Rates: http://www.x-rates.com/  
Universal Currency Converter: http://www.xe.com/ucc 
 
TRAVEL GUIDES    
Eyewitness Travel Guides  http://www.dk.com/us/travel/  
Michelin Guide: http://www.viamichelin.co.uk  
Lonely Planet: http://www.lonelyplanet.com  
 
PASSPORTS & VISAS            
State Department Passport Info: http://travel.state.gov/passport/  
Instant Passport and Visa  http://www.instantpassport.com  
Passport Express: http://www.passportexpress.com 
Passport and Visas etc.  http://www.passportsandvisas.com    
 
TRAVEL SUPPLIES    
Brookstone: http://www.brookstone.com 
eBags: http://www.ebags.com 
Luggage Pros: http://www.luggagepros.com 
Magellan's Travel Supplies: http://www.magellans.com 
Tumi Luggage and Bags: http://www.tumi.com  
Protec: http://www.ptcases.com 
 
COUNTRY INFORMATION 
Embassy of South Africa in the USA  www.saembassy.org  
Country Tourism Information www.southafrica.net  
CIA World Factbook – South Africa  https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-
factbook/geos/sf.htm l 
 
Please note that the organizations above do not endorse CLASSICAL MOVEMENTS, its services, or products, and 
CLASSICAL MOVEMENTS does not endorse or control the content of their websites or the services they offer. The author 
is not responsible for the veracity, completeness or quality of the information provided. Liability claims regarding 
damage caused by the use of any information provided, including any information which is incomplete or incorrect, will 
therefore be rejected.  
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SAMPLE BAGGAGE INFORMATION 
 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 
Visit www.flysaa.com for further details 
Checked Baggage 
Class # of pieces Max. weight Max. dimensions  (W+L+H) 
Economy 2 50 lbs. each 62” each 
 
Cabin Baggage (Carry-on) 
Class # of pieces Max. weight Max. dimensions 
Economy 1 small bag or foldable garment bag 17.5 lbs. 45”  
 
In addition (subject to space availability) one small personal item is allowed 
Examples: 1 SMALL handbag or shoulder bag, 1 overcoat, wrap or blanket, 1 umbrella or walking stick, 1 small camera, 
and a reasonable amount of reading matter. 
 
OVERWEIGHT BAGS MAY BE FINED AND COULD BE REFUSED IF THE PLANE IS FULL. 

 
Classical Movements recommendations:   Baggage transport information 

 
Please bring only one suitcase, and be aware that only one suitcase weighing a maximum of 44 pounds is 
allowed on the internal flights.   
 
Singers:  Bring a light garment bag packed in your suitcase to take your concert clothes to and from concert venues. 
IMPORTANT:   Luggage should be locked at ALL TIMES in South Africa. TSA-approved locks are 
required for travel outside the United States; these locks can be opened by TSA employees to inspect 
luggage but still secure the contents of the bag.  TSA-approved locks can be purchased at any luggage 
or travel store.   
 
 
 

GENERAL TRAVEL INFORMATION 
 

PASSPORTS  
All U.S. citizens traveling abroad must have valid passports good for the duration of their visit. Your passport will be 
inspected at your departure airport and then again at the arrival airport.  It will also be inspected on your return trip 
to the U.S. Be sure your passport is signed.  All visitors to South Africa are required to have a minimum of 
two sides in their passport. If there is insufficient space in the passport, entry will be denied.  Please note that some 
countries require that all U.S. passports be valid for SIX (6) MONTHS upon return.  Check passport dates sooner 
rather than later. 
 
PARENTAL CONSENT LETTER FOR UNDER 18s TRAVELING TO AND FROM SOUTH AFRICA 
The new requirements, being introduced by the South African Department of Home Affairs, for additional 
documentation needed by persons under the age of 18 years for travel to and from South Africa has been 
implemented.  Applicable travelers will be asked to produce the required documentation at check-in for each flight. 
 
Kindly visit this website for more information and you can utilize the final 2 pages of this document as well: 
http://www.dha.gov.za/index.php/civic-services/traveling-with-children   
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TRAVEL DOCUMENTS  
Don’t forget to bring your passport!  After check-in, you will be given your boarding pass.  Boarding passes are 
essential documents.  DO NOT LOSE THEM, and DO NOT PUT YOUR PASSPORT IN YOUR SUITCASE.   
 
At airport check-ins, you will receive a receipt for your checked bag. You are responsible for keeping this receipt in 
the event your checked luggage is missing upon arrival.  SIMPLE RULE: Whenever you check your suitcase with the 
airline, make sure you are given a luggage receipt.  This luggage receipt is the only way to track a lost item. 
 
As a safety measure, also photocopy the front page of your passport, your traveler’s check agreement (with check 
numbers), and everything you will be carrying in your wallet.  Leave one copy at home, and carry one copy with you 
separate from your passport. This will be of immense help to you if your documents are lost or stolen. It is also a 
good idea to have two extra copies of your passport picture in case your passport must be replaced on the trip 
because of loss.  
 
NOTE FOR DEVIATIONS   
You will be responsible for keeping track of these tickets throughout the trip.  Always be sure to check your airline 
tickets as soon as you receive them to be sure they are accurate and complete.   
 
U.S. CUSTOMS 
U.S. customs allow U.S. residents who have been abroad min. 48 hours to bring home $800 worth of retail goods 
duty-free.  A flat rate of 10% is imposed on the next $1,000 of purchases.  The goods must accompany you to qualify 
for exemption.  You may also send packages home duty-free if the value is $50 or less.  The limit is one package a day 
to each person.  No alcohol, perfume or tobacco is allowed to be mailed. No agricultural products of any kind are 
allowed in or out of the U.S. 
 
SOUTH AFRICAN CUSTOMS:  
You are entitled to bring new or used goods of up to R3,000 in value into the country without paying any duty.  
You can also bring in, duty-free, some wine, alcohol & tobacco, allowances apply to people over 18.  
All currency must be declared on entering the country. 
 
Taking ZAR out of South Africa 
When you leave the country you are permitted to take up to R500 in South African Reserve Bank notes. A 20% levy 
is charged on amounts above R500.  

 
BAGGAGE HANDLING 
For arrivals and departures from the airports and hotels, each person is responsible for bringing their own bag 
to/from the buses.  Please review your itinerary and make sure to bring your bag to the buses by the designated time 
in the itinerary to keep the group on schedule. 
 
HOW TO PACK 
Remember, You will have to slog your bag around. Lay out your clothes and items you think you may need.  Look 
them over and decide what you really need.  Now hang the rest back up in your closet!  To pack, interfold all heavier 
items, such as slacks, jackets and skirts with another article of clothing or with dry cleaner plastic bags to prevent 
wrinkles.  Pack only sample-size soap, deodorant and personal items.  You will be able to buy more if needed. 
 
WHAT TO TAKE 
The two words that say it best:  TRAVEL LIGHT. You will enjoy your travels more with a suitcase that isn’t too heavy.  
Consider one that’s flexible so you can fit in a few souvenirs along the way. You may only have 1 suitcase and 1 carry-
on, so the less you pack, the more room you’ll have for souvenirs. Be sure to bring your camera, extra memory chips, 
and batteries.   
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WHAT NOT TO TAKE 
 Do NOT pack or bring prohibited items to the airport, such as pocket knives, lighters and flammable items.  

Check the TSA website www.tsa.gov for a more detailed list. 
 Do not take a carry-all travel wallet. Keep passports, traveler’s checks, currency and receipts separate.  Why 

make a thief’s job easy?   
 DO NOT BRING YOUR VALUABLES. Persons wearing expensive-looking jewelry or carrying excessive luggage 

or cameras are favorite targets for pickpockets and purse-snatchers.  If you absolutely have to bring valuables 
with you, be sure to store them in the hotel safe when you are not wearing them.  

 Leave anything you do not absolutely need at home, such as precious photos and credit cards you will not be 
using.  Do not bring large amounts of cash. 

 
Other airport tips: 

* Place valuables such as jewelry, cash, and electronics including your laptop in carry-on baggage. * Avoid 
wearing shoes, clothing, jewelry, and accessories that contain metal.  Metal items may set off the alarm on the 
metal detector.  
* If you wish to lock your baggage, use a TSA recognized lock.  In some cases screeners will have to open your 
baggage as part of the screening process.  If your bag is unlocked then TSA will simply open and screen the 
baggage.  However, if you decide to lock your checked baggage and TSA cannot open your checked baggage 
through other means, then the locks may have to be broken.  TSA is not liable for damage caused to locked bags 
that must be opened for security purposes. 

IF YOUR LUGGAGE IS LOST  

An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.  Meaning:  Watch what tag is put on your luggage when you check 
your bags.  Make sure the destination printed on the tag is correct.  If it is not, please object.  On your return, the tags 
should reflect the airport code for your hometown airport.  You clear customs at your first port of entry in the U.S. 
Remember to pick up your bag for your ongoing flight. 
 
If for some reason your bag should go astray, follow this procedure:  
1. Notify airline immediately that your baggage is lost. 
2. Fill out a lost baggage form.  Be sure to get a copy and the name of the person with whom you dealt as well as the 

telephone number.  It is very important that you present your baggage claim at this time.  
3. Be patient, lost luggage usually turns up in a day or two and the airlines are very good about having it delivered 

to you.  In the slight chance that your bag is not received, the airlines deal with reimbursements on an individual 
basis.  Most will compensate you up to $2,500.  This procedure occurs upon your return, not en route, but you 
will have to have a list to prove the value of the contents and the value will be depreciated according to age.  
Although we will assist you in trying to track your luggage, Classical Movements is not responsible for lost 
luggage. 
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GENERAL HEALTH 
 

Nothing can dull the pleasure of your holiday memories more than getting ill far from home. There are a number of 
health issues that you should be aware of. You may be at risk if you have not taken the necessary precautions to 
protect yourself. South Africa does have a relatively salubrious climate and their levels of water treatment, hygiene 
and such make it a pretty safe destination. Medical facilities in cities and larger towns are world-class. For any 
questions regarding your health, go to www.cdc.gov. 
 
When eating out, use common sense and avoid unwashed fruits and vegetables; do not eat food purchased from 
street vendors or stands.  
 
Inoculations 
If you're an adult, you won't need any inoculations unless you're traveling from a yellow-fever endemic area (the 
yellow fever belt of Africa or South America), in which case you will need certification to prove your inoculation 
status when you arrive in S. Africa. It is recommended that you have the required inoculations four to six weeks 
before you travel to South Africa (a yellow fever inoculation certificate only becomes valid 10 days after inoculation - 
after which it remains valid for 10 years).  
 
Hepatitis B inoculations are recommended for children up to the age of 12 who have not completed the series of 
injections as infants. Booster doses for tetanus and measles can also be administered.  
 
The Sun  
South Africa has a generally sunny climate and you should wear sunscreen and a hat whenever you are out of doors 
during the day, particularly between 10am and 4pm, regardless of whether there is cloud cover or not. Even if you 
have a dark complexion, you can still get sunburned if you are from a cooler climate and have not had much 
exposure to the sun. Sunglasses are also recommended, as the glare of the African sun can be strong. Note that we 
are traveling to South Africa in winter, so bringing layers of clothing for cold weather is recommended. 
 
Food and Water 
South Africa’s tap water is potable and of the safest and cleanest in the world and is treated so as to be free of 
harmful micro-organisms, and in any area other than informal settlements, is both palatable and safe to drink 
straight from the tap. In some areas, the water is mineral-rich, and you may experience a bit of gastric distress for a 
day or two until you get used to it. Bottled mineral water, both sparkling and still, is readily available in most places.  
In the Cape, particularly, the water contains humic acid, which stains it the color of diluted Coca-Cola – this is 
absolutely harmless, and the water is wonderful. You may also find this coloring in tap water in some areas. It's fine 
– it just looks a bit weird in the bath.  
 
In hotels, restaurants and nightspots, the standard of hygiene and food preparation is generally good. It is safe to eat 
fresh fruit and salads and to put as much ice as you like in your drinks. 
 
Malaria 
Malaria is found in the Lowveld of Mpumalanga including the Kruger National Park.  This is not an area of South 
Africa that you will be traveling to during this tour.  Malaria risk is highest October-May. Many local people and 
some travelers do not take malaria prophylaxis, but most health professionals recommend you do if you plan to 
travel to this area of South Africa. Consult your doctor or a travel clinic for the latest advice concerning malaria 
prophylaxis, as it changes regularly.  
 
Whether you take oral prophylaxis or not, always use mosquito repellent, wear long pants, closed shoes and light 
long-sleeved shirts at night, and sleep under a mosquito net in endemic areas (the anopheles mosquito, which carries 
malaria, operates almost exclusively after dark). It is advisable to avoid malarial areas if you are pregnant.  
 
HIV/Aids 
As in other countries, always take precautions when having sex. South Africa has one of the highest rates of HIV in 
the world. 
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HEALTH SUPPLIES  
Individuals taking prescription drugs should bring a supply sufficient to last the entire tour.  In transit, keep 
medications on your person rather than packed in luggage.  Bring a copy of your prescription and a letter from your 
doctor for border crossings.  It is suggested that you also bring a copy of the prescription label in case your medicine 
is lost. 
 
If you suffer any problems or severe allergies, please carry notification of it.  If you wear glasses or contact lenses, 
you may want to carry a spare pair in case of loss or damage.  It is a good idea to also take a copy of your lens 
prescription. 
 
MISSED FLIGHTS 
If you arrive late at your international departure city, and you miss your international flight, please be aware of the 
following information.  The only obligation the airline has is to fly you over on another flight on the same airline on 
the same or following day. If there are other carriers who fly to your destination, you may ask your international 
airline to endorse your ticket over to one of these carriers and request they book you on the flight.  They are not 
obligated to do this, but if seats are available on these alternate airlines, they will generally accommodate you. 
Classical Movements is not liable if you miss your flight. 
 
UPON ARRIVAL AT AN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
You will have to claim your own suitcase upon arrival because you must escort your belongings through Customs.  
Transportation will be provided from the airport for all group participants who purchased the full tour with air on 
the group’s regular flights. 
 
BUSES 
Please be on the buses and ready to depart at the stated departure times.  Every effort has been made to minimize 
wait times at airports and hotels.  Please check the signs on the buses to be certain you board the proper one. 
 
HOTEL DEPARTURES 
Check out times are dictated by the tour schedule. Please check out of your room no later than the times indicated in 
the itinerary so that the tour may remain on schedule. For check out, turn in your room key and settle your hotel bill 
at the desk. 
 
HOTEL BILLS 
Throughout the tour, only room charges and tax will be pre-paid for the tour party.  Each member of the group is 
responsible for all incidental charges incurred in the hotels and must pay these expenses before departing at the 
front desk. 
 
SMOKING DURING TRAVEL 
Please note that smoking is not permitted on any flights or buses or inside any of the venues on the tour. 
 
RESTROOMS 
There are not many public toilets in South Africa.  Often these will be locked or not cleaned.  Restaurants and 
museums will have their own restrooms and it is recommended that you make use of these rather then the public 
toilets.  
 
TIME ZONES 
The dates and times listed in your itinerary are local.  Time differences are as follows. 
New York City (EST) – South Africa  + 6 hours 
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ELECTRIC CURRENT 
US current is             120 volts/60 cycles AC 
South Africa      220/230 volts/50 cycles AC 
 

Most plugs have 3-pin or 2-pin. Most hotels have 110 volt outlets for electric shavers 
and appliances in the bathroom.  If you will be bringing electrical appliances, bring an 
adaptor (changes the shape of the plug) and a converter (changes the voltage).  
More: http://www.adaptelec.com/info-by-country-c-15/ 

 
CLIMATE  
South Africa is located on the Southern Hemisphere where the seasons are reverse to those of the Northern 
Hemisphere. May is their Fall season where temperatures average a high of 68 ºF and a low of 46 ºF. Remember to 
bring warm clothes and an umbrella to be prepared for the changing weather.  Because temperatures will fluctuate 
during the day, layering is recommended. 
 
To convert ºC to ºF, multiply by 1.8 and add 32 
10 ºC = 50 ºF   29 ºC = 85 ºF 
18 ºC = 65 ºF   34 ºC = 95 ºF 
23 ºC = 75 ºF   37 ºC = 100 ºF 
 
DISTANCE/WEIGHT/MEASUREMENT 
The primary measurement system in South Africa is metric. 
Weight    Distance    Capacity 
1 kilogram = 2.20 pounds  1 mile = 1.6 kilometers   1 pint = 0.473 liters 
1 gram = 0.035 ounces   1 kilometer = 0.62 miles   1 quart = 0.946 liter 
1 pound = 0.453 kilogram       1 liter =  2.2 pints  
1 ounce = 28.35 gram   
 
TELEPHONES 
Hotels typically add substantial surcharges for international calls from your room.  You may prefer to call collect (for 
a nominal surcharge) or use a pre-paid telephone card. Note: Local or "800" calls are not necessarily free. 
 
The phone numbers listed in this book and the itinerary may be reached from the US by dialing: 
International Access Code (011) + [Country code] + (city code without the first 0) + local number 
 

Country Code  City Code 
South Africa  [27] 
Johannesburg    (0)11 
Pretoria     (0)12 
Cape Town    (0)21 
 
To make international calls from this country, dial the following: International Access Code (see below) + [country 
code] + (city code) + local number 
 
International Access Code (00)  
United States country code:  [1] 
 
*Per calling cards like AT&T and SPRINT, please check with the companies prior to departing that all calling 
procedures (all numbers to dial are accurate) and rates are as indicated when card is purchased. 
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MONEY MATTERS 
Do not take large amounts of cash.  Instead, take a VISA or MASTER CARD ATM/debit or credit card.  Make 
sure to notify your credit card company of upcoming travel so that your account is not blocked due to 
international charges. Be sure to make a list of your check and credit card numbers and keep it in a place 
separate from your wallet, purse or passport.  You can change currency during free time in each city.  Your tour 
managers and guides can help you locate ATMs, banks or exchange facilities while on tour. 
 
While we are on the subject, here are a few tips on how to handle your money.   
 
 When signing credit card slips, always write in the total yourself.  If you leave it to others to add their own 

tips, you might be in for a big surprise when you receive the bill.  
 Banks and ATMs give the official and usually the best money exchange rate.  
 Very few hotels give good rates, and it is usually unwise to change large amounts of U.S. money for local 

currency at your hotel unless absolutely necessary. 
 
CREDIT CARDS 
Most major international credit cards such as American Express, Diners Club, MasterCard and Visa are widely 
accepted with American Express and Diners Club enjoying fewer acceptances than MasterCard and Visa. Contact 
your credit card company and inform them that you are traveling to South Africa, this should prevent any problems 
that may occur with using your credit card. 
 
BANKS 
South Africa has a world-class, sophisticated financial sector, abreast of all the latest technological trends. From the 
moment you step off the plane you'll start seeing banks, bureaux de change and automatic tellers (ATMs) all over. 
Foreign banks are well represented, and you can bank by ATM or internet.  
  
Do not take large amounts of cash.  Instead, take a widely recognized ATM/credit card and make a list of your credit 
card numbers to put it in a place separate from your wallet, purse or passport.   Your tour managers and guides can 
help you locate ATMs, banks or exchange facilities while on tour. Here are a few tips on how to handle your money:  
 
 When signing credit card slips, always write in the total yourself.  If you leave it to others to add their own tips, you 

might be in for a big surprise when you receive the bill.  
 ATMs give the official and usually the best money exchange rate.  
 Very few hotels give good rates, and it is unwise to change large amounts of U.S. money for local currency at your 

hotel unless absolutely necessary. 
 
CURRENCY 
The currency of South Africa is the ZAR or South African Rand. As of February 2017, the exchange rate was 
approximately R12 to the US dollar.  
 
Currency rates fluctuate daily, but below are some approximate conversions.  These figures represent exchange rates 
as of February 2017. 
 
ZAR to USD  USD to ZAR  
R10 =  $0.83  $1.00 = R 12 
R50 =  $4.17  $5.00 = R 60 
R100 = $8.33  $10.00 = R 120.00 
R200 =  $16.66  $20.00 = R 280.00 
R500 = $41.66  $50.00 = R 600.00 
R800 = $66.66  $100.00 = R 1200.00 
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TIPPING IN SOUTH AFRICA  
Tipping is a standard practice in South Africa with  
10% being accepted as a good guideline depending on quality of service. Please Do Not reward bad service! 
 
SAFETY AND SECURITY 
When traveling, South Africa is like any other country in the world. You need to use your common sense and follow 
these basic rules in mind. 
*Never leave luggage unattended 
*Store valuables in the hotel’s safety deposit box 
*Keep the room door at your hotel locked at all times 
*Always avoid ostentatious displays of expensive jewelry, cameras or other valuables; 
*Do not walk around carrying large sums of money at any time; 
*At night, steer clear of dark and isolated areas. It is always better to stick to well-lit, busy streets 
*Remember there is safety in numbers and do not wander off alone. 
 
If you are in doubt as to the safety of a particular area or attraction, contact the National Tourism Information and 
Safety Line on 083 123 2345 or speak to one of your guides. This number may also be used for assistance in replacing 
lost documents or reporting incidents.  
 
If you are a victim of robbery, report it immediately to the police, and get a copy of the report and the name of the 
person with whom you dealt.   
 
If your traveler’s checks are stolen, the check company will require you to fill out a lost check report and present ID.  
Replacement can be immediate or take a few days, but is usually faster if you have relevant information.   
If your passport is stolen, replacement is done at the American Consulate in Cape Town or 
Johannesburg.  They will require positive identification.  If you have no I.D., someone with a valid 
passport must go with you and sign an affidavit.  Extra passport photos and a photocopy of your 
passport will expedite the replacement process. 
 
THEFT 
Any tourist area will have some crime. If you take some precautions you should have a happy and trouble free 
trip.  Purse snatchers often work in pairs, so be suspicious of someone approaching you asking for the time, or 
a light, etc.  Keep a firm grip on your purse, and be aware of your wallet. Do not carry your tickets, your 
passport, and all your money with you — leave them in the hotels safe.   
Three of the more common robbery threats are as follows: 
 

1. Watch for two people pretending to be tourists.  One distracts you with a map; as you lean over and try 
to read it; the other comes up behind you and picks your pocket. 

2.  “Good Samaritan” scams are common. If a tourist looks lost or seems to be having trouble 
communicating, he or she might be victimized by a seemingly innocent and helpful bystander. 

 
If you are a victim of robbery, report it immediately to your tour manager/guide and to the police, and get a 
copy of the report and case number and the person with whom you dealt.   
If your passport is stolen, replacement is done at the US Embassy.  They will require positive identification.  If 
you have no I.D. someone with a valid passport must go with you and sign an affidavit.  Do not forget to take 
the extra pictures we advised you to have made. These pictures and a photocopy of your passport will speed up 
the process considerably. 
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COUNTRY INFORMATION 
 

SOUTH AFRICA 
South Africa occupies the southernmost part of the African continent; the country has common boundaries with 
Namibia, Botswana and Zimbabwe to the North, while Mozambique and Swaziland lie to the north-east. Completely 
enclosed by South African territory in the south-east is the mountain kingdom of Lesotho. To the west, south and 
east, South Africa borders on the Atlantic and Indian Oceans with a coastline of over 3,000 km.  
 

The combination of South Africa’s landscape, people, history and culture makes it one of the most enchanting 
countries in the world.  The country boasts some of the world’s most breathtaking scenery, and features an 
extraordinary variety of bird and wildlife species, including the Big Five (lion, leopard, elephant, buffalo and rhino), 
as well as a spectacular variety of plants with some 10% of the world’s flowering species.  
 
Size : 1,221,037 sq km 
Provinces :9 (Gauteng, Limpopo, Mpumalanga, Free State, Eastern Cape, KwaZulu Natal, Western Cape, Northern 
Cape, North West Province). 
Capitals: Pretoria (administrative), Bloemfontein (judicial), Cape Town (legislative) 
Population: 55 million 
People: 77% black, 10% white, 8% mixed race, 2.5% Indian or Asian descent. 
Religions: Christian, Hindu, Jewish, Muslim and Ancestry as well as other traditional religions 
President: Jacob Zuma (2009) 
Currency: ZAR (South Africa Rand) 
Official Languages:  isiZulu, Afrikaans, isiXhosa, English, isiNdebele, Sepedi, Sesotho, Setswana, SiSwati, 
Tshivenda, Xitsonga, isiZulu being spoken by the most people then Afrikaans, Xhosa and English being the fourth 
most widely spoken.  
 

Government: South Africa is a constitutional democracy with a three-tier system of government and an 
independent judiciary. The national, provincial and local levels of government all have legislative and executive 
authority in their own spheres.  The ruling party is the African National Congress. 
 

VAT: Foreign tourists visiting South Africa can have their value-added tax 14%(VAT) paid on items bought (not 
services or meals and accommodation) refunded, provided the value of the items purchased exceeds R250.00  VAT is 
refunded on departure at the point of departure, provided you present the original tax invoices as well as the goods 
bought. See www.taxrefunds.co.za for further details. This takes some pre planning before check in. 
 

Food and Drink It was the search for food that shaped modern South Africa: spices drew the Dutch East India 
Company to Java in the mid-1600s, and the need for a half-way refreshment stop for its ships rounding the Cape 
impelled the Company to plant a farm (halfway station) at the tip of Africa. There are sections of Commander Jan 
van Riebeeck's wild almond hedge still standing in the Company Gardens in Cape Town.  
 

South Africans like lots of meat. It may be beef, lamb or pork or a variety of more exotic venison options, from 
springbok or impala to crocodile and ostrich. They also have a very sweet tooth. If anything is a South African staple 
food today, it is a slab of steak, smothered in barbecue or monkeygland (chutneyish) sauce. Less fortunate 
communities have a staple diet of a maze pap that can be provided in various different ways of which the “putty like” 
pap is the most widely used and can be eaten on its own or in combination with virtually anything else such as 
veggies and or meat. 
 

Cape Dutch food: The famous Cape Dutch cuisine grew from several intertwined influences. The newly arrived 
Dutch brought their traditional thick soups, stews, frikkadels (meatballs) and breads, adapting them to available 
ingredients. Many had Cape Malay servants and the spices and curries of the East Indies and South India soon crept 
into the diet. Later, German settlers brought their sausage-making skills, and French Huguenots brought konfyt 
(preserved fruits) and endowed the Cape Winelands with a taste for fine dining that survives to this day. The 
Voortrekkers had to survive away from civilization for years on end, in intense heat and very primitive conditions. 
Biltong, strips of meat salted, spiced and dried was their best way of carrying protein. Biltong is still a universal food 
in South Africa. 
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Braaivleis:  (literally 'roasted meat') is a ritual as central to the South African lifestyle as the 'barbie' is to the 
Australians - and for much the same reason. It began with whatever could be shot and grilled over an open fire - 
tough food for tough men. Today, the central ingredient is still steak, and with it comes boerewors (literally 'farmers 
sausage'), pork, mutton and beef sausage, flavored with coriander, ginger, mace, cloves, nutmeg, thyme, fennel, 
rosemary, mint and red wine or vinegar. Sosaties are kebabs marinated for several days in sweet and sour sauces, 
based on Indonesian satay. On the side are the salads, roasted mealies (corn on the cob), pot bread (baked in a cast 
iron pot) or roosterkoek (bread cooked on the coals or ashes) and plenty of beer. Stews, known as bredies in the Cape 
and potjiekos in the Transvaal, are traditionally fat-tailed mutton or venison cooked very slowly in a three-legged 
cast-iron cooking pot (a potjie - pronounced 'poykey') over an open fire. Common vegetables are tomato, pumpkin, 
butternut squash, beans, onion, potato and waterblommetjie (water lily). The savory stew is often served with 
something sweet, such as a compote of dried fruit, sweet potatoes glazed in orange caramel, or sugary pumpkin 
fritters. 
 
Asian cuisine: There is still a strong tradition of 'Malay' and Indian cuisine; this received a fresh injection of 
authenticity with the arrival of the Indian cane workers in Natal in the early 20th century. Real curries and rice-
based breyanis (similar to the Indian biriyani), are served with sambal’s (chutneys) & atjar (pickles). Most famous of 
the Malay dishes is bobotie, a mild baked curry of minced Iamb with dried fruit, topped with an egg custard, which 
has been designated the South African national dish. 
 
Fish: With two oceans and the inland fresh water to choose from, one of the greatest treats in the country is the 
extraordinary range of fish available. As well as oysters, mussels, limpets, crayfish and perlemoen (abalone), there 
are superb white fish such as kingklip, yellowtail, snoek, and kabeljou. The finest prawns are said to be from 
Mozambique, served Portuguese style in a marinade of olive oil, lemon juice, garlic, bay leaves, periperi (chilli) and 
ground cloves. Look for Cape Malay pickled fish (Cape salmon, kingklip, yellowtail, or any other firm white fish), 
served traditionally at funeral feasts. Inland, try the smoked salmon trout or barbel. 
 
Desserts: To finish your typically South African meal, leave room for a calorie-laden pudding such as melktert 
(cinnamon-flavored milk tart of Dutch origin), Cape brandy pudding (a British-style steamed pudding laden with 
brandy) or koeksisters (small plaited doughnuts soaked in honey or a thick syrup of fruit juices).  
 
Wine: The first grapes were planted in 1655 and the first pressing took place in 1659.  This means that vineyards 
and wines are intimately tied into the modern history of the country.  The Cape Winelands with its Mediterranean 
climate produces some of the best wines.  For those who prefer something a little stronger why not taste the potent 
home-made distilled alcohol, much like the American moonshine, called Witblitz. (literally translated as ”white 
lightning" in Afrikaans) 
 
Shopping:  Shopping is a South African pastime. Whether it’s in a mall, at the roadside or at a market, there are 
many colorful, creative and local wares. On every corner in Johannesburg there is a street vendor plying his wire 
creations and ethnic designs. 
South Africa’s fashion, gold and diamond jewelry, and art are sought-after. As are the traditional handcrafted items 
such as Zulu beadwork; carved chessboards; painted ostrich eggs; colorful woven baskets, handbags and soft 
furnishings; mohair or sisal rugs; traditional wooden masks and carvings; pottery and leather items. Don’t forget the 
world-renowned Cape wines, exotic fruit liqueurs, brandy, rooibos tea, dried fruit, biltong (dried meat snacks) and 
chutney.  Most major shopping centers and malls operate 7 days a week. 
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CITY INFORMATION 
 

JOHANNESBURG 
Johannesburg is the economic powerhouse of South Africa and is also the business capital of South Africa. The city is 
characterized by a cosmopolitan, multicultural mix of people from all walks of life alive with activity and a fast paced 
style of living. There is plenty to do and many activities to keep you occupied in the "City of Gold".  The city’s unique 
cultural and social legacy is evident from the many excellent museums, theatres, cultural precincts, and craft 
markets. 
 
Additional things to do and see in Johannesburg 
 
The Nelson Mandela Bridge is a landmark gateway into Newtown, also known as the arts precinct of 
Johannesburg. It is the largest cable-stayed bridge in southern Africa.  
 
Museum Africa in Newtown tells the story of life in South Africa from the Stone Age to the Nuclear Age and 
beyond. The museum is located in the old fruit-and-vegetable building next to the Market Theatre. 
 
Gold Reef City is a theme park based on Johannesburg during the gold-rush era.  
 
The Apartheid Museum tells the story of the legacy of apartheid through exhibitions consisting of film footage, 
photographs, text panels and artifacts. 
 
Constitution Hill opened to the public in March 2004. It features the impressive building housing South Africa’s 
Constitutional Court, and offers visitors the chance to view the fort, the so-called native goal, the women’s goal and 
the awaiting-trial block. Inmates imprisoned at these facilities include Mahatma Gandhi and Albert Luthuli, as well 
as the only woman to be executed in South Africa’s history, Daisy de Melker. 
 
 

Port Elizabeth 
Pretoria is a city located in the northern part of Gauteng Province, South Africa. It is one of the country's three 
capital cities, serving as the executive (administrative) and de facto national capital; the others are Cape Town, the 
legislative capital, and Bloemfontein, the judicial capital. 
 
Nguni-speaking settlers, who became known as the Ndebele (derived from their Sotho nickname of 'refugees'), are 
thought to have been the first people to recognize the suitability of the Apies river valley (now Pretoria) as a place to 
put down roots. They named the river after one of their chiefs, Tshwane (little ape), which became translated in the 
Afrikaans 'Apies'. During the migratory wars in Natal, another band of refugees arrived here under the leadership of 
Mzilikazi, but they were forced to abandon their villages in their flight from a regiment of Zulu raiders in 1832. 
 
Voortrekkers were the next people to settle in this lovely valley, with its protection provided by the surrounding 
rocky ridges. The site was eventually chosen in the 1850's as a central seat of government for the bands of 
Voortrekkers scattered all over Transvaal. They named their capital after Andries Pretorius, the Boer hero at the 
battle of Blood River against the Zulus. 
 

Grahamstown 
Grahamstown is sometimes referred to as the City of Saints, because of the more than 40 churches found in the 
town. The town is also known for the National Arts Festival, which is held here annually. During this time, 
Grahamstown is transformed into a dedicated arts venue where performers, visual artists, audiences, writers and 
craftspeople fuse in a celebration of creative energy.  
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Cape Town 
The majestic Table Mountain is the spectacular backdrop that watches of the bustling city of Cape Town. The 
mountain ranges are surrounded by both the Indian and Atlantic Ocean, which boast pristine coastlines with white 
sandy beaches and golden sunsets. Cape Town has a fascinating history that includes a strong German, Dutch, 
French, British and Indonesian influence, which is still present in much of the Cape’s architecture. Explore the 
character of Cape Town whilst reveling in the modern Mediterranean culture that Capetonians have adopted.  
 
Additional things to do and see in Cape Town 
 
Kirstenbosch Gardens: The Indigenous Botanical Gardens set against the Eastern slopes of Table Mountain.  
 
V& A Waterfront: Cape Town's spectacular working harbor with beautiful sea and mountain views, offering 
everything from upmarket shopping malls, arts and craft markets, theatres and live music, to museums. 

Boulders Beach Simonstown: Boulders beach is situated in the heart of the historic Simonstown. It is a nature 
reserve where you will find yourself amongst the penguins-a unique experience. Simon’s Town’s naval atmosphere 
and Historic Mile are major attractions in the area. A statue of the famous dog and sailor’s friend, Able Seaman Just 
Nuisance, stands at Jubilee Square. 

Robben Island 
From the 17th to the 20th centuries, Robben Island served as a place of banishment, isolation and imprisonment. 
Rebel princes from present day Indonesia, convicts from the Cape, and defiant chiefs from the Eastern Cape were 
removed from society and brought to the Island in chains.  
 
The notorious prison on the Island was also used to exile political prisoners of the apartheid era between the 1960s 
and 1991.  Robben Island achieved notoriety as the prison of South Africa’s most famous son, Nelson Mandela, 
during the dark days of Apartheid.  
 
It is important for all visitors to experience all phases of the Island, to realize that the Island is a place of pain and a 
place of triumph and victory. The island tour discusses these themes as well as the detention and isolation of insane 
females, people with leprosy and prisoners, including African chiefs in the 1800’s. The Prison tour depicts the lives of 
political prisoners detained from the 1960’s to 1991. Former Robben Island prisoners conduct the tour.  Additional 
Fee applies for this tour. 
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SOUTH AFRICANISMS 
 
English is generally understood across the country, being the language of business, politics and the media, and the 
country's lingua franca. But it only ranks joint fifth out of 11 official languages as a home language.   The country's 
Constitution guarantees equal status to 11 official languages to cater for the country's diverse peoples and their 
cultures. As a result South Africanisms have developed, here are a few to help you navigate your way through the 
South African ‘language’. 
 
ag (agh) - Generally used at the beginning of a sentence, to express resignation or irritation 
babbelas (bub-buh-luss) - A hangover.  
bergie (bear-ghee) - From the Afrikaans berg, mountain, originally referring to vagrants who sheltered in the 
forests of Cape Town's Table Mountain and now a mainstream word for anyone who is down and out.  
boma (bow-mah) - An open thatched structure used for dinners, entertainment and parties.  
cooldrink, colddrink - This is the common term for a soda, such as Coca-Cola. Ask for a soda in South 
Africa and you will receive a club soda.  
dinges (ding-us) - A thing, thingamabob, whatzit, whatchamacallit or whatsizname: "When is dinges coming 
around?" 
dorp - A small town  
dwaal (dwarl) - Lack of concentration or focus: "Sorry, I was in a bit of a dwaal. Could you repeat that?"  
eina (ay-nuh or ay-nar) - Ouch! Can also mean "sore".  
eish (aysh) - Used to express surprise, wonder, frustration or outrage: "Eish! I’m tired” 
fynbos (fayn-baws) - "Fine bush" in Afrikaans, fynbos is a vegetation type unique to the Cape Floral Region - a 
Unesco World Heritage Site - made up of some 6 000 plant species, including many types of protea.  
howzit - A traditional South African greeting that translates roughly as "How are you?", "How are things?" or 
simply "Hello".  
indaba (in-daa-bah) - A conference or expo, from the isiZulu word meaning "a matter for discussion 
ja (yaa) - Yes.  
jawelnofine - Literally, "yes, well, no, fine", all scrunched into a single word and similar to the rhetorical 
expression "How about that?"  
jislaaik (yis-like) - An expression of outrage or surprise 
jol (jawl) - A versatile word with many meanings, including party, disco, having fun.  
Jozi (jo-zee) - The city of Johannesburg, which is also known as Joburg or Joeys.  
just now - If a South African tells you they will do something "just now", they mean they'll do it in the near 
future - not immediately: "I'll do the dishes just now." 
kwaito (kw-eye-toe) - The music of South Africa's urban black youth, a mixture of South African disco, hip 
hop, R&B, ragga, and a heavy dose of house music beats.  
lekker (lekk-irr with a rolling r) - Nice, good, great, cool or tasty.  
mampara (mum-puh-rah) - An idiot, a silly person. From the Sotho languages.  
muti (moo-ti) - Medicine, typically traditional African medicine, from the isiZulu umuthi. 
pasop (pus-orp) - An Afrikaans word meaning "beware" or "watch out".  
robots - Traffic lights.  
rubbish bin (dustbin or dirt bin) - Garbage can.  
sangoma (sun-go-mah) - Traditional healer or diviner.  
shebeen - A township tavern, illegal under the apartheid regime, often set up in a private house and 
frequented by black South Africans. The word is originally Gaelic.  
smokes - Cigarettes.  
takkies - Running shoes or sneakers.  
voertsek (foot-sak) - Go away, buzz off.  
vrot (frot) - Rotten or smelly.  
 
 


